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ABSTRACT

Objectives We explored Japanese physicians’ work-related stressors and identified those unique to this population, as well as clarified the influence of cultural and medical system diversity on these stressors to determine the content of future stress-reducing interventions for hospital physicians in Japan.

Design We conducted a semistructured, face-to-face interview-based qualitative study between August and October 2017. The collected data were analysed using the grounded theory approach.

Setting Hospitals around the Tokyo metropolitan area, Japan.

Participants Sixteen hospital physicians (mean age (SD)=33.9 (4.2) years; 11 men, 5 women). Seven worked in internal medicine and nine in surgery.

Results We found unique stressors related to the Japanese medical system and culture, such as continuous all-day work after night shifts, and a hierarchical organisational system called ikyoku. The results also indicated that Japanese physicians shared several stressors with Western physicians, such as sleep deprivation, high pressure and the limits of medicine.

Conclusions Our study clarifies some sources of work-related stressors among hospital physicians in Japan. While the key components of Western interventions might be useful in a Japanese context, the original evidence obtained from this study highlights the necessity of initiating interventions addressing the unique stressors of Japanese physicians. To reduce physicians’ stress and enhance their well-being, psychological interventions for hospital physicians must be introduced in Japan.

INTRODUCTION

Physician burnout is a major problem in many countries, given its serious negative effects on patient care and physicians’ own career satisfaction.1–3 Burnout is a psychological syndrome comprising emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and reduced personal accomplishment.4 The US national studies showed more than 50% of the physicians reported at least one symptom of burnout.5 The study reported that burned out physicians had 5%–11% increasing likelihood of reporting a major medical error.6 Physician burnout is the consequence of accumulated stress in the workplace.7–8 The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health defines job stress as ‘the harmful physical and emotional responses that occur when the requirements of the job do not match the capabilities, resources, or needs of the worker’.9

Physician occupational stress has been extensively studied in Western countries, particularly the USA, the UK and Canada. Studies have suggested that the leading causes of resident physicians’ stress and impairment formed three major categories: situational, personal and professional stressors.10–11 However, as our focus was not only on resident physicians, and Western literature has widely researched physicians’ stressors, we found that there are actually four categories of physicians’ stressors, as follows: (1) situational stressors including sleep deprivation,12–13 heavy workload,14–15 work conditions (eg, ‘dealing with death’12 and ‘long working hours and irregular work schedules’16), time pressure,17–20 lack of resources21–22 and position;12 (2) personal stressors including a lack of personal and/or family life,17 19–20 relocation,14 lack of social support,18 23 financial matters,24 psychological conflict (eg, ‘personal morals and ethical dilemmas involved in patient treatment’ and ‘performing an abortion’13); and personality traits (eg, ‘doctors who are most stressed showed higher levels of neuroticism’);25–26 (3) professional stressors...
including interpersonal conflict with coworkers, interpersonal conflict with patients and their families, lack of autonomy (eg, job constraints and the limits of medical treatments), academic pressure, paperwork, high level of responsibility, social pressure, medical errors and litigation, patient care (eg, coping with dying patients), need for continuous study, challenges of electronic health records and uncertain future, and (4) demographic stressors including age, sex, marital status, educational background and specialisation.

To cope with these stressors, with the emergence of physician health programmes, numerous psychological interventions are being implemented in Western countries, including psychological education workshops, peer support and counselling and so on. Such support strategies were exclusively developed for physicians, who have specific needs related to confidentiality and stigma. Furthermore, Western countries implemented these strategies for both protecting physicians’ well-being and enhancing the quality of patient care.

In Japan, actions targeting patient safety are being taken, such as establishing a reporting system within the hospital or holding training seminars on patient safety for hospital staff. However, these measures attempt to prevent medical errors by increasing the attention levels of healthcare providers. Studies showed that the prevalence of burnout among Japanese physician is over 20%–40%, and there are no concrete psychological attempts aimed at protecting physicians’ health. Even the work hour regulations for physicians were not strictly established in Japanese hospitals until only recently, when the Japanese government announced an action plan for work reforms that included the implementation of overtime management strategies for all physicians by 2024. This action plan finally emphasised the importance of preserving physicians’ mental health and the necessity of psychological intervention.

To develop psychological interventions for physicians in Japan, it is first necessary to consider whether Western approaches are appropriate for Japanese physicians. Importantly, the Japanese physician culture and medical system differ from those in Western countries. For example, recently, the share of female physicians has been increasing in all Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. However, the share of female physicians in Japan is only 20%, the lowest share among 34 OECD member countries. The Japanese government reported detailed rates of female physicians are higher than university hospital salaries. That is to say, the place of work and income of Ikyoku physicians are not stable. However, more than 70% of the hospital physicians in Japan who have finished the 2-year internship after graduated medical school work under the Ikyoku system with no direct contract with a community hospital.

These cultural and systematic differences may reflect on work-related stressors; thus, interventions tailored for Japanese physicians should be considered. Contrary to those of Western physicians, the stressors affecting Japanese physicians have barely been studied. Existing studies have typically used quantitative methodologies, evaluating physicians’ stress levels and stressors using questionnaires developed for non-medical personnel. They also often grouped physicians with other healthcare providers. However, there is not yet enough empirical research to reveal the kind of stress that Japanese physicians experience related to their work.

Therefore, our objective was to examine Japanese hospital physicians’ stressors to determine the features of psychological interventions tailored for Japanese physicians. The main aim of this study was to explore Japanese hospital physicians’ work-related stressors. A secondary aim was to clarify the influence of cultural and medical
METHODS
Participants and recruitment
The inclusion criteria for the study included physicians with 3–15 years of experience as a practitioner (ie, finishing 2 years of internship and having a licence to practice medicine independently in Japan) who worked in a hospital with over 400 beds in the Tokyo metropolitan area. In a previous survey conducted by the Japanese Medical Association, physicians working in hospitals with a large number of beds and less experienced physicians were considered to be at a high risk for stress.46 Additionally, medical interns with under 2 years’ experience were excluded because Japanese interns do not work in specific clinical departments, instead, their clinical training location changes every 1–3 months.

Recruitment was challenging because the physicians who met the above criteria were all remarkably busy. We intended to find participants who, despite their full schedules, could find time to participate; therefore, a recruitment sheet was sent via e-mail or social networking sites to 31 physicians (20 physicians who were personal or collegial contacts of the researchers; 11 were recruited by snowball sampling method). The recruitment sheet contained detailed information on the study’s aims and explained that participation would require talking about psychological work stress. Seventeen physicians agreed to participate; the others either gave no response or refused, primarily because of their busy work schedules. One physician, who did not satisfy our recruitment criteria at the time of the interview, was later excluded. The search for new participants concluded when new subcategories no longer appeared, even though the detailed descriptions were sometimes different.

Sixteen hospital physicians (11 men, 5 women) participated in this study. Their age ranged from 26 to 40 years old (mean (SD)=33.9 (4.2) years). Their experience working in clinical practice ranged from 3 to 14 years, including two resident years (mean (SD)=9.4 (3.8) years). One allergy and rheumatology physician, three cardiologists, three digestive surgeons, one emergency physician, one geriatrician, one nephrology and endocrinology physician, one neurologist, one neurosurgeon, three obstetrics and gynaecologists and one plastic surgeon participated. Also, 87.5% of the physicians were part of the subcategory of Western physicians who worked in clinical practice ranged from 3 to 14 years, including two resident years (mean (SD)=9.4 (3.8) years).

Data collection methods
A semistructured, individual interview method was used to collect all data. The duration of the interview varied from 10 to 42 min (20 min on average). Interviews were conducted between August and October 2017, in person, and at a location chosen by the participant, which usually consisted of their offices or hospital coffee shops. All interviews were conducted by one researcher (trainee clinical psychologist at the period of the study), digitally recorded and later transcribed by the interviewer. All interviews were conducted using an interview schedule (see online supplemental file) and focused on physicians’ work-related stress. The interview schedule was developed following a review of Western literature: backup prompts referring Western physicians’ stressors were made in case participants were unable to sufficiently discuss their stress.

Patient and public involvement
The patients and the public were not involved in this study.

Data analysis
The verbatim transcripts of the interviews were used for data analysis. Before analysis, all identifying information was removed from the data. The transcripts were closely read by all researchers. MAX QDA V.12, a qualitative data analysis software program, was then used to help with the coding and categorisation process. The data were analysed using the grounded theory approach, which is characterised by constant comparison between raw data and analysis results to ensure there is never a departure from the data.47

Four procedures were conducted to analyse the data (see box 1). On completing the coding process, the subcategories and categories were confirmed by the primary researcher and two graduate clinical psychology students with experience in qualitative data analysis. The code names were updated to increase inter-rater reliability before settling on the subcategorisation. In order to easily find unique stressors affecting Japanese physicians, we derived steps 3 and 4. Only when the Japanese stressors were not similar to those of Westerners were the stressors considered unique.

Box 1 Analytical data processing

Step 1: Segmentation: wherein the transcript data were divided into segments of meaning.
Step 2: Coding: where a code name was provided to each segment that briefly summarises that segment.
Step 3: Subcategorisation: where similar codes are collected and given a subcategory name. The name of the subcategory was adjusted to fit the subcategories of stressors found for Western physicians in previous studies, when possible.
Step 4: Categorisation: wherein all subcategories were placed into a category corresponding to the stressors found among Western physicians (situational, personal, professional or demographic). When some subcategories were considered fitting into more than one category, we referred to the subcategories of Western physicians and put it into one category.
FINDINGS
Respondents mentioned multiple work-related stressors, which fit well within the four categories obtained in previous studies on Western physicians: situational, personal, professional and demographic stressors (see table 1).

**Situational stressors**
Situational stressors were related to work situation; for instance, work structure and regulation. The situational stressors found among Japanese physicians primarily corresponded to those of Westerners. Some working condition-related stressors were also found to be unique to Japanese physicians. Both Japanese and Western physicians were stressed because of their working conditions, including constant exposure to life-or-death situations, long working hours and irregular work schedules. However, the details of these stressors differed somewhat.

In Japan, there is no regulation restricting physicians’ continuous working hours, so respondents often felt stressed about the need to engage in ‘continuous full day work after a night shift’. While this stressor may seem similar to that of ‘long working hours’ identified in Western physicians, we considered this might be unique to Japanese physicians. A common representative quote on this stressor was as follows:

Even the next day, after finishing a night shift, I felt I had to work until late at night (at the hospital). I think that is the main reason I’m exhausted. I wish I could have a complete day off. Continuous work makes me feel tired and nauseous.

Other unique stressors mentioned by Japanese physicians were related to university hospitals. More than 90% of participants had experience working in both university...
and community hospitals, and they generally expressed dissatisfaction with the working conditions at university hospitals.

‘Poor structural issues of university hospitals’

For example, participants complained about the poor quality of the night shift rooms for physicians (eg, no clean shower equipment, no towel rental and poor bed conditions), low salary and complicated workflow (eg, ‘the decision-making process at the university hospitals took much longer than that at the community hospitals’). Some respondents also experienced stress due to the hospital allowing self-referral patients, as the following quotation illustrates:

People who use outpatient services (by self-referral) at university hospitals tend to be selective in various ways...I mean, they seem like troublesome cases. I do not mean that the disease condition or diagnosis is troublesome. Rather, they seem to be ‘troublesome’ people. ... This kind of person has excessively high expectations or does not want to change hospitals even when it is not necessary to treat them in the university hospital.

Additionally, more than half of the respondents mentioned feeling stressed when they were asked to perform activities that are not typically done by physicians at community hospitals, especially in university hospitals. While laws do determine the roles of each medical professional, tasks such as paperwork, transport of patients, blood sampling and injections are not clearly allocated. The following quote represents common responses on this situation:

I think this situation may be limited to university hospitals...there are many things that physicians have to do even though they are not necessarily done by physicians in other (community) hospitals...For example, when a doctor prescribes medication, and this medication is no longer necessary (because of the changes in the patient’s status)...the doctor has to return the medication (to the pharmaceutical department). Another example concerns medical certification. Medical clerks have always made medical certification outlines in other hospitals...But in this hospital, until very recently, physicians had to write all the detailed information for certifications. I had to research all the medical records of the patient to fill in the blanks in their consultation history...in these examples, I think the doctor is doing too many things.

‘Organizational employment system: Ikyoku’

Members of the Ikyoku have more opportunities for education, research and clinical practice than physicians who are not members; however, many participants mentioned that these merits sometimes worked against them. The following quote represents common responses to this situation:

Young physicians who belong to the Ikyoku frequently change workplaces, every six months to a year, to gain experience on various cases. Even if I wished to settle down to work at a particular hospital, it would not be easy...my opinion would not be accepted (by the Ikyoku). There is also an option to find a job directly at the (community) hospital. But...if I do so, I would experience only similar cases (depending on the region or hospitals).

In the quotation above, the physician experienced stress related to the frequent need for relocation, which was a personal stressor. However, the respondent also experienced a dilemma in weighing the advantages and disadvantages of the Ikyoku.

Personal stressors

Personal stressors were issues relating to individual lifestyle pattern. The personal stressors affecting Japanese physicians were also similar to those of Westerners. While the lack of a personal and family life were stressors for both Japanese and Western physicians, the former explained that the primary source of stress was the difficulty in taking time off work because they had to assume the responsibilities of primary care physicians in hospitals.

‘Taking on responsibilities of primary care physicians in the hospitals’

In Japan, a single physician takes charge of a patient’s treatment until that patient is discharged. However, this system prevents hospital physicians from taking time off because they need to check their patients’ conditions daily, even when another physician is on duty during off hours. Thus, Japanese physicians may experience the pressure of being responsible for their patients even after finishing their shifts. The following two quotes represents common responses to this situation:

I think an ideal working style during the weekends is that I’m in charge of patients instead of the other doctor on Saturday, then I take time off on Sunday. But there sometimes physicians will say Why are you not seeing the patient by yourself, when you have a responsibility to your patient?

My son is one year old, and only I was available to take care of him last Saturday. My patient’s condition got worse, and an intern doctor called me. I couldn’t go to the hospital because I couldn’t take my eyes off my son. I had no choice but to give a directive to the intern by phone and e-mail. It was stressful. I think it would have been better if a duty doctor or another doctor in the hospital dealt with this kind of situation.

Professional stressors

Professional stressors refer to the stress mainly caused by the professional domain, such as patient care, emotional and career development of the physician. All of stressors...
found in this category were found in previous studies of Western physicians as well. For example, the high levels of responsibility (eg, If I fail in the surgery, my patient dies) and social pressure (eg, I feel that this profession is always demanded the image of an ‘good person’) (see table 1). No professional stressors were unique to Japanese physicians.

Demographic stressors
In the current qualitative study, many participants mentioned that stress resulted from the unique characteristics of their specialization (eg, ‘emergency doctors frequently experience violence from patients’). Japanese physicians did not mention stressors such as age, marital status, educational background and sex, which were factors for Western physicians. No stressors caused by demographic characteristics were unique to Japanese physicians.

DISCUSSION
This is the first qualitative study that explored the stressors among hospital physicians in Japan. Our participants stated that most of their stressors were similar to those reported by Western physicians in previous studies. Stressors unique to Japanese physicians were also mentioned, all of which seemed to be related to the Japanese organisational and medical culture. From the above, our findings provided new evidence documenting the need to introduce interventions for Japanese physicians according to their unique needs. Meanwhile, the information on whether personality traits, job constraint, uncertain future, age, sex, marital status and educational background were sources of stress, as found in Western quantitative studies, could not be obtained by this qualitative study. However, since there were common stressors among Japanese and Western physicians, Western strategies for dealing with physicians’ health may be also useful for Japanese physicians, such as a working time restriction directive and psychological intervention.

Some unique stressors among Japanese physicians, such as continuous full days of work even after a night shift and taking on the responsibilities of primary care physicians at the hospitals, were related to stress due to overwork. It is known that these types of stressors may cause physical and psychological problems called ‘karoshi (overwork death)’ or ‘karojisatsu (commit suicide due to overwork)’, which represents occupational threats to Japanese physicians. Thus, the working time restriction policy should be considered in Japan’s legislation. Mainly in Europe, working time restrictions for physicians have been discussed since 1998. Since 2017, the Japanese government has been planning to finally implement an overtime restriction for Japanese hospital physicians; however, a more detailed restriction for the interdiction of continuous all-day work after a night shift and establishing rest periods are needed. Stress related to ‘poor structural issues of university hospitals’ was a unique stressor of Japanese physicians. The system of university hospitals in Japan may be unique due to the existence of the ‘Ihyoku’ system. Japanese university hospitals contain multiple clinical departments, but each clinical department has an independent management system. Therefore, there are no unified rules as in community hospitals. To deal with this problem, it is necessary to implement hospital organisational reforms, such as intensification of teamwork between multiple Ihyoku. The aforementioned legally and organisationally mandated changes to the hospitals’ working conditions are essential, but they often take a substantial amount of time to take effect. In the short term, then, it is necessary to focus on individual well-being by implementing psychological intervention strategies.

Some stressors permeate all areas of the physicians’ career for as long as it lasts, such as patient care, lack of personal or/and family life, interpersonal relationship with coworker and high levels of responsibility and so on. Psychological intervention may be needed for the physicians to handle and reduce these types of stressors and enhance their well-being. In Western countries, individual training or group workshops were provided with the goal of increasing resilience skills and reducing stress among physicians. Moreover, social activities including retreats, collegiality events and health-related activity programmes were implemented to maintain individual well-being and to increase the opportunities of expanding and/or maintaining social support. Furthermore, sometimes physicians’ families could join these programmes in order to promote a work–family balance. Also, peer support groups, individual counselling and coaching sessions were helpful in relieving the common stressors among physicians (such as dealing with death, social pressure, high levels of responsibility and so on). These psychological interventions may also be useful for Japanese physicians. However, to introduce these types of psychological interventions, we should consider regarding the Japanese collectivistic cultural background. Unique stressors affecting Japanese physicians, such as ‘organisational employment system: Ihyoku’, may be related to the country’s cultural background. In fact, multiple studies of Japanese modes of communication have revealed that the Japanese collectivistic culture prevents individuals to assert their own opinions, especially towards elders or authority figures in order to maintain harmony within a social group. Therefore, it might be better to divide groups by age, for instance, when considering psychological interventions. Also, strategies to learn and practice assertive communication during medical practice and in day-to-day conversations at the workplace may be needed among Japanese physicians.

Our qualitative interviews were optimal for understanding the current stressors of hospital physicians in Japan, which had not been explored previously. However, this study presents a few limitations. First, there was a self-selection bias. The participants were recruited based on our personal knowledge or the recommendation of
others and the sample consisted of individuals who had time/interest on this study. Our participants were mainly physicians who were part of an *Iyokuto*. It is likely that physicians who are directly employed by community hospitals or in private practice have other opinions. Additionally, the clinical departments of the participants varied considerably, and the characteristics of each department might have influenced work-related stress. The stressors could be different between our pool of participants, all working in the Tokyo metropolitan area, and physicians working in rural areas. Future studies should recruit a larger sample of physicians from multiple clinical departments and regions to confirm whether the stressors found in the current study are representative of Japanese hospital physicians in general. Second, our results are not strictly comparable with those of the studies surveying Westerners. All our information on Western physicians’ stressors was obtained by reviewing several types of studies. Furthermore, Western physicians did not always have similar attributes, such as position or specialisation, as the physicians in our study. Accordingly, the stressors considered unique to Western physicians may not be applicable to Japanese physicians. Future studies should focus on Japanese physicians who work under similar conditions as those in previous Western studies to enable a more rigorous comparison.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This is the first empirical study to exploring Japanese hospital physicians’ work-related stressors. Although Japanese physicians showed unique stressors, they share many commonalities with Western physicians. Future psychological support for Japanese physicians might use Western interventions to promote physicians’ health. However, taking into consideration the unique stressors affecting Japanese physicians, which reflected the Japanese organisational and medical system and Japanese culture, might prove useful.
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